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Modern high-energy proton accelerators give rise to poweri'ul 

secondary radiation having a very complex composition. The energy 

range of each comp',lrient stretches i'rom a fraction of an electron-volt 

to values close to the maximum energy of the accelerated protons. This 

variability and .the pulse character of the radiation makes it extremely 

dii'f‘icult to assess the degree of radiation hazard. In practice, in 

such cases it is only possible to study the components making the 

greatest contribution to the radiation density at pl.::ces frequented 
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by the personnel l-3 o To est-im;lte the contribution of very high- 

energy nucleons, use is generally made of various simplifying 

assumptions which are satisfied only to the t'irst approximition, 

However, even if tht:se assumptions are absolutely valid, an error 

unavoidably arises owing t:, the fact that the relationship between 

in flux of high-ener,gy neutrons and the dose, which is recommended 

in ref'. 4, cannot be reearaded as rigorously established. A partial 

solution is to .resort to the known experimental relationship bctwecn 

the , ensity of linear* enelagy loss<: s (LEL) and the quality factor (02% * 54 . 

Using this relationship, one can calculate the effective value of 

the QF of any radiation, with any energy riependence, if the LEL spectrum 

of this radiation is known. Knowing QF, it is not dif'ficult to 

estimate the dose-equivalent in berads *I . In turn, the LEL spectrum 

*) Translator's note: 3 rem . 

can be determined with a Rossi tissue-equivalent proportional counter 899 . 

* The term lquulity Iactor' of radiation has bten recommended'by XCliU 
(International Commission on Kadiological Units and Measurements) 
for the physically mi3asurabl.e parameter of the rladiation, character- 
izing this radiation from the point of' view of the k+xpccted biolo- 
gical eff'cct, 
effectiveness' 

as distinct l'r*om the term 'relative biolo@cal 

radiobiology. 
(HBE) which it is now recommended to use only in 
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The mean Lb;L value can also be est imztcd by anal ysis of trscks in 

nuclear emulsions or on plates from track chambers 10,11 . None of 

theGe methods is, however, very suitable for raapid mcasuraements 

duri.ng opt? ration, for obvious reasons. 

The r*ecentl.y proposed necombination method 12 ,x3 allows us 

to overcome some of' these difr'iculties and to determine the effective 

yF of an unknown radiation simultaneously with the measure,!cnt of the 

absorbed dose, without involving the LEL spectrum in the analysis. 

This method was thus used to determine the (Q,F of mixed pulsed radia- 

tion near the high-encsgy accelerators of JINR. The results are 

given below. 

The measurep:cnts wer'e carried out with a double tissue- 

equivalent recombination chamber described in detail in ret'. 14. The 

quantity proportional to the quality Sactor was the ratio of the ion 

currents of the two chambers, one of which was operated under a 

saturati.on regime and the other under conditions of column recombin- 

ations. In the column recombination regime, the number of recombining 

ions depends on the linear ion density in the particle tracks. 



The results of the measurements, averaged over the entire 

chamber, correspond to an effective depth of' 2-5 cm in the tissue, as 

a result of' .the construction of the tissue-equivalent chamber. The 

error arising .I'rom the fairly large (30 x 30 cm) dimensions of the 

chamber (nonuniformity of the radiation field, change of the spectrum 

within the chamber, etc.) is neglected. 

The results of measurements of the effective radiation 

quality factor at most characteristic points within the structure of 

the 10 Gev proton synchrotron are shown in Figure 1. As could be 

expected, ($Feff reaches a minimum ( 6 3) in sectors directly adja- 

cent to open rectilinear intervals of the accelerator. In these 

sites the main contribution to the dose comes from primary and 

secondary high-energy particles: relativistic protons and neutrons, 

mesons, and electron-photon components, exhibiting minimum specif'ic 

energy losses. With increasing distance from the open sectors of the 

vacuum chamber, the QF increases rapidly and reaches a value of 5 

in the center of the accelerator room (the mean energy of fast neutrons 

at this point is 0.6 Mevj? Opposite the windows and in the yoke of 
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the electromagnet (which, as can be seen in Figure I, consists of 

four quadrants each containing 12 oval. windows 1 x 1.5 m and 12 

vertical slits 0.7 m wide) the GI? is 3.8, and opposite the slits 

it is 4.5, which is also due to diverse * 
contribution of the high- 

* Translator's note: _ 3 

energy component. The quality factor increases very slightly behind 

a thin stall (60 cm of silica brick), probably because the neutron 

f'lux, reduced on passing through the wail, is supplemented by cascade 

processes. Behind thick p:rotection, in exper*imental rooms, the &p 

rises to a maximum of 6-10, in good agreement iiith the moan eneI*gy 

of' fast rleutrons in these pl, ces (0.4 - 0.8 NIev) if it is remembered 

that in a small cxper imental. rloom the high-energy component is 

practically absent. 

The error of these measurements was 30%; this was due in the 

i'irst pl::ce to incomplete tissue-equivalence of th? chamber material; 

to incomplete saturation in the chamber, operlating in a saturation 

regime, with respect to strongly ionizing particles; to errors arising 

from measurements of the ion cur*sent of the chamber; and to a certain 



nonlinearity of the chamber characteristic in the recombination 

15,16 regime 0 However, the errSor of relative measurements (deviation 

of the results of one and the same instrument) is very much smaller, 

and, as expected, does riot exceed 15:" 1. This alloys one to distinguish 

several characteristic sectors in the accel:)rator room in dependence 

on the vui.ue of &F (Table lj. 

The results of Figure 1 and 'i'able 1 are (with the exception 

of one point) in good agreement l!;ith the r:'sults of an estim:lte made 

with assumptions, concerning the specr.rum and composition or the 

radiation, ~i;i:-ich were known to be pessimistic 3 . 

The efYective radiation quality l'actor in the vicinity of other 

high-energy accelerators has been estimated by several authors Y-11,16 D 

It is, however , fairly d-il'ficult to compare all known results because 

the geomet..ry of' the protection differs from case to case and the 

distraibutions of the meusurernent points with rcispect to the accclcr- 

ator are not al.Ivays fully specified. Nevertheless, we tried to 

genclralize these data in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, the 

Lacs *l.ts of rneasuremcnt.s and estimntes arc of roughly the s:ine magnitude 

with the exception of the data for the bevatron, obtained from an 
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analysis of the LEL spectrum, i.e. the most rqeliable data. It is 

very doubtful that all these results are erroneous, but there is 

no r'-ason to ascribe a value of QF = 1.8 - 2.8 to the radiation 

in sectorus distant from the acce 1 f? r ki t 0 r ( C? . g . in the control room )9 

str!,ngly enriched in the soft region 26 . It may ‘be that this is due 

to the presence of a large number of relativistic particles at the 

mcasurcment points, although there 

in ref. 9. 

ion of' this 

The results of the measurement of' the rar?izItion quality f’actor 

in collii~tcd pasticle beams i'rom the JINR 680 Mev synchrocyclotron 

are given in Table 2. 

For a beam of' neutrons VI ith a m:;x 17 mum energy of 680 Mev , 

the measurements were carried out in a water phantom 28 o The maximum 

of the absorbed dose corresponded to 74 cm of water. The QF changed 

ncgl.igibly with depth, and the change did not exceed the experimental 

error up to 1.2 m. The QF I'O~ a beam of 680 Mev protons was measured 

without a phantom. 

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 give, for the sake of comparison, 



calculations or measurements of QF I'rom the work of' other authors, 

arid mo rieover , the values of J4e3ative biological effectiveness, 

obtained as a rule during hwd irradiation of mice and dogs. 

In conclusion, the authors express their gratitude to 

V.G. Buyanin and E.I. Oblezdnov for carrying out the measurements. 
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Table 1 

Sectors in the immediate 
vicinity (2-5 m) of unscreened 
vacuum chamber of the accel- 4.3-4.1-6.0-5.9 
erator 3 

: 
06) 

Outer and inner ring zones ' (at various 
al!>ng the yoke of the electro- points) 
magnet (including the center 
of the room) 3.4-5 4*1-6e5(3) .‘i x 1.8 + 20$ 

(3, .’ 
1 

Sectors behind thin (up to 
60cm) protection. (Sites 

1 

which may occasionally 
4.5(3) 

; 5 (10) 

frequented by the personnel) 5-6 
\ 8e1(11> ( 2.8 2 2% 

13-M3-.14(16) 

i 
(9) I 

Sectors behind thick pro- 
tection (in the plane of 

i 
:, (at various 

points) 

the equilibrium orbit). 
(Sites constantly frequented 6-10 6.9-9.2(3),' 1 ./ 

by the personnel) 

Effective radiation quality factor, QFeff 

Description of the 

sector 

JINR 10 Gev proton 
synchrotron 

3 Gev 6.2 Gev CERN 28 Gev 
recomb. estimcited 
method from cosmo- bevatron protron 

(Fig.1) composn.of tron synchrotron 
the radn. 

(Figures in brackets are reference numbers) 

W 
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I 
-~~ ~~ 

Effective radiation quality factor 1 

Type of 
radiation 1' RBE-values 

I- data 

I Recombination 
method 

Neutrons 
E = 680 Mev m,max 2.7 2 0.8 

Protrons 
E = 680 Mev P 1.8 f: 0.6 

Dispersed radiation 
in experimental 
rooms behind thick 
protection 

(Figures in brackets are reference numbers 
* for 100 - 400 Mev protons 

*i* for 510 - '130 Mev protons (the data refer to hard irradiation) 
*+* measured in various sectors 

1. R,Valles* et al., Sbornik materialov simpoziuma po otdel'nym voprosam 
dozimetrii (Collection of Materials of a Symposium on Individual 
Problems of Dosimetry), Gosatomizdat, Moscow, 1962. 

f Translator's note: This may be Russian phonetic version 
orf. Wallace, 

2. B. Moyer, Conference on Shielding of High-Energy Acccltrators, 1957,38. 
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* 
Figure 1. Effective quality factor of the mixed radiation in 

the construction of the 10 Gev i)roton synchrotron. 
The values of Ql',ff shown on the diagram below the 
line are taken, for comparison, from rc.f. 3 (a - 5'10 kev 
fore-injector. 6- linear 9 Micv accelerator, B - yoke 
of the electromagnet, I-'- linear intervals, $l- channe 
of high-energy particles, e - working targets, 
x - experimental rooms) 

* Translator's note:' The key to this diagram is 

IS 

kept in the original cyrillic to avoid 
confusion on the drawing. 


